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I) Section - A is Compulsory.
2) Attempt any Four qucstions from Scction _ B.
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a)

b)

Scction - A

what is the need for garbage collection? 
Q0 x 2 = 20)

Write the postfix notation for the following expression:

(A+B)*C_(D_E)aF

What are the front and rear pointers df queue?

Write any two applications of stack?

What is circular linked list?

What is complexityofBinary search algorithm?
' Wrat is overflow?

How Graph is represented in memory?

What is time space trade off ?

What do you mean by nonlineardata sructure? Give examples.http
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Section - B

(4x5=20)

Q2) \Nhat is hashing? Give the characteristics of hash function. Explain different
hash functions.

Q3l Sort the following list of numbers using Bubble Sorttechnique:
52, 1,27 , 85, 66, 23, 13, 57

Q4) Write an algorithm for binary search. What are its limitations?

Q5) Write down the algorithms for various operations possible on stacks.

Q6) How a linked list is different from array as a data structure. What are the

various applications oflinked list? Explain with examples.

Section - C

(2 x t0 -- 20)

Q7) What arethe different ways for traversing a binary tree. Draw a binary tree for
the following algebraic expression:

[a + (b - c) * (d - e/(f+ g - h)]

Explain preorder and postorder traversals ofthe above binary tree (by using
example of constructed binary tree for the above expression).

Q8l Explain the following:

(a) Depth first search.

(b) Breadth first search.

09) Nhat Ue the.VanOuS qpemtions possib\e on a doub\y \ink \ist. Explain with

examples.
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